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Non-technical summary
Since Krugman has assumed increasing core-periphery tendencies due to stronger sectoral concentration and regional specialisation in an economically integrated Europe, controversial discussions about this prediction have risen. However, the seminal study of Krugman comparing EU and US regional specialisation levels bases on mobile labour. But this high mobility of employees across US states contrasts sharply with the low mobility of labour across the EU. Results on specialisation tendencies for US states which base on employment data can therefore not simply be extended to EU countries or regions. Neglecting capital, though, might lead to disturbed resultsespecially inside the EU where we face an increasing mobility of capital which is enforced by the EMU and financial market integration. This study therefore aims at identifying the economic determinants of the (un)even relative regional allocation of capital across industries (i.e. of regional investment specialisation levels). Its focus is on regional patterns as a profound analysis of regional, not only national, specialisation is still missing in recent research.
We consider regional data of the Eurostat REGIO database for the period between 1985 and 1994. Our focus is on NUTS 1-as well as on NUTS 2-regions -the latter being further disaggregated than the former. 56 NUTS 2-and 33-NUTS 1-regions from seven EU countries are included: France, Italy, Belgium, UK, Ireland, Denmark, and Luxembourg. The three latter, however, are mono-regional countries at NUTS 1-and NUTS 2-level, i.e. they are not disaggregated any further.
In order to capture the degree to which EU regions differ in their investment structures, indices of relative specialisation in terms of gross fixed capital formation are calculated for each region and each year. These relative investment specialisation indices are calculated with, first, the respective country and, second, EU chosen to be the reference economy. This means that sectoral investment shares are analysed in relation to the average national and to EU sectoral shares. Both perspectives lead to slightly different specialisation patterns, but the economic impacts identified in the econometric analyses are similar.
One important, but unsurprising feature that can be detected is the higher level of relative investment specialisation when regarding the more disaggregated NUTS 2-regions in comparison to the NUTS 1-regions. In a descriptive analysis of the most and the least specialised regions within each country, we find higher specialised regions to perform worse in economic terms than lower specialised regions with respect to unemployment rate, number of patents, total regional GDP and total regional GFCF. The fact that the distribution of relative investment shares is more uneven in peripheral regions than in core regions while these regions are of poorer economic performance, already stresses the importance for the EU and its member countries not to neglect their focus on economic development of peripheral regions. Economic centres, especially the region of Bruxelles and the Île de France, are highly specialised as well. However, they demonstrate a large potential of high economic performance. As no causal relationship can be derived from this purely descriptive analysis, econometric analyses are conducted to test for the significance of potential determinants of the even or uneven relative allocation of investments across sectors within a region.
The theoretical basis for the empirical investigation of the determinants of sectoral concentration and regional specialisation of economic activity is vast. According to traditional trade theories, regional specialisation takes place in accordance with comparative advantages. The regional economics' polarisation theory stresses the potential cumulative causation of factor agglomeration in the centre and backwash effects for peripheral regions. Gravity models focus on centripetal forces such as market size and centrifugal forces such as transport costs and imperfect economic integration or liberalisation. Finally, the New Economic Geography finds transaction costs and economies of scale to explain among others the concentration of sectors in space. The core thus specialises in sectors with high economies of scale, the periphery in sectors with low or constant economies of scale.
We conduct GLS-estimates accounting for potential heteroscedasticity, instrumental-variable estimates accounting for possible endogeneity between specialisation and some of its determinants as well as a dynamic specification capturing possible first-order serial correlation effects. In addition, a logistic transformation was used to take account of the endogenous variable's restriction to the range between zero and one. All estimations lead to very similar results and provide evidence of a high importance of regional size, market size, the unemployment rate as well as the location in the centre or the periphery, population density, economic openness as well as capital market integration.
The bigger the size of a region is, the higher is the similarity of relative investments. Market size reflects the economic and demand potential of a region: The higher it is, the lower the relative specialisation in terms of investments tends to be. This is in contrast to the results of recent empirical studies on sectoral agglomeration which found market size to have an increasing influence on sectoral concentration across space. While firms tend to locate close to large markets and high demand (thus increasing sectoral concentration), regions with a large market seem to attract capital of all types of sectors with a rather even relative allocation (thus decreasing relative regional dissimilarities). This effect is counteracted by an apparently strong tendency towards high specialisation of central, economically most important regions who demonstrate to have a significantly higher level of relative investment specialisation. Equally, population density increases the specialisation level. The unemployment rate, finally, reflects negative economic performance of a region (not accounting for migration effects etc.). The higher it is, the stronger the relative regional specialisation turns out to be. The higher the distance of a region to the economic centre is, the less similar are its investment shares to EU average. Peripheral regions are thus stronger specialised in terms of relative investments than regions closer to the centre.
In addition, the impacts of economic openness and the influence of capital market integration are tested in separate estimates. Both indicators, however, are not available at the regional level, but only at the country level. They therefore might pick up country-specific effects in cross-sectional analyses. However, reliable results on the impact of liberalisation tendencies are gained in the pooled regressions when we are able to exploit the indicators' variation over time while efficiently controlling for country-specific effects. Both, the extent of capital market integration as well as economic openness consistently seem to have a significant increasing impact on relative specialisation levels of gross fixed capital formation.
Comparing results for NUTS 2-and the more aggregated NUTS 1-level, we find them to be similar. Only the regional size does not show a consistent significant influence on relative investment specialisation in NUTS 1-regions. As NUTS 1-regions are higher aggregated and usually consist of a number of NUTS 2-regions, their size differs much less than at NUTS 2-level. In addition, bigger regions are logically more diversified in relative investments than smaller regions. Thus, this result is not surprising.
By means of fixed effects estimates, there are only few significant impacts to be detected. The regionspecific constants all turn out to be highly significant in the fixed effects estimates. Consistently, we find only low explanatory power of further exogenous variables when controlling for region-specific effects. Regional characteristics like regional gross domestic product, the regional unemployment rate, regional size, the distance to the economic centre as well as the fact of being a central region thus seem to determine the respective level of specialisation to a large extent. The variation over time, though, is not explained by our regressions. In addition, the extent of market integration and thus of European integration seems to strengthen relative specialisation tendencies.
I Introduction
Since Krugman (1991) has assumed increasing core-periphery tendencies due to stronger sectoral concentration and regional specialisation in an economically integrated Europe, controversial discussions about this prediction have risen. On the one hand, regional specialisation leads to a number of advantages. Firms or whole industries are able to benefit from economies of scale and intra-industrial linkages to a higher extent. On the other hand, the strong regional specialisation increases the potential risk of asymmetric shocks. Specialisation tendencies thus lead to the need of improved or new shock absorbing mechanisms on the national and even regional level, whereas inside EMU, monetary policy is centralised at the European level.
The seminal study of Krugman which confronts a lower level of relative specialisation in the EU with a higher one in the US is based on the analysis of mobile labour. But the high mobility of employees across US states contrasts sharply with that across the EU. Results on specialisation tendencies for US states which rely on employment data can therefore not simply be extended to EU countries or regions. In addition, inside the EU, an increasing mobility of capital enforced by European Monetary Union (EMU) and increased financial market integration can be observed. Due to the possible substitution of capital and labour as factors of production, the allocation of capital might reflect specialisation tendencies inside the EU which cannot be detected when restricting investigations to labour. However, up to now theoretical and descriptive analyses on regional specialisation and sectoral concentration focus on the production factor labour and are only rarely extended to production or trade data. The allocation of capital (investments and/or direct investments), however, has been neglected so far, but is subject of the analysis in Stirboeck (2001) and in European Commission (1999) . In addition, a profound analysis of regional, not national, patterns of concentration or specialisation is still neglected in recent research. Exceptions are the studies of KalemliOzcan, Sorensen and Yosha (1999), Tirado, Paluzie and Pons (2000) as well as Stirboeck (2001) .
The purpose of this study is to investigate the extent of regional specialisation inside the EU with the emphasis on the identification of important determinants of relative investment dissimilarities in EU regions and the impact of EU-integration on these regional developments. Determinants of regional specialisation and sectoral agglomeration tendencies are given by theoretical models of the international trade theory, regional economics as well as the new economic geography. In section II, these are summarised very shortly and the results of recent econometric analyses on the allocation of production and their empirical determinants are given.
Our econometric investigations on the determinants of the similar or dissimilar relative allocation of sectoral gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) within regions are then presented in section III. Data refer to the period 1985 to 1994 and to two different aggregation levels of the Eurostat nomenclature of territorial units (NUTS -Nomenclature des unités territoriales) of seven EU countries: NUTS 1-and NUTS 2-regions. NUTS 2-regions, the less aggregated geographical entities, are of particular importance as EU regional policy is implemented at NUTS 2-level. We run, for the 10 separate years, cross-sectional as well as pooled regressions by use of GLS-and IV-estimates as well as pooled regressions in logit terms. In addition, fixed effects (within) estimates and between estimates are conducted to control for different effects in the process of potentially dissimilar regional specialisation of EU regions. In these econometric analyses, we can detect that a higher market size as well as the size of a region decrease the regional level of relative investment specialisation while a higher rate of unemployment, number of patents as well as population density, the fact of being a central region, and the distance to the economic centre increase it. A higher level of economic openness or of capital market integration also leads to stronger structural dissimilarity.
II Explaining sectoral concentration and regional specialisation tendencies
In traditional trade theory, regional specialisation is assumed to be in accordance with comparative advantages. Agglomeration tendencies such as a high density of population, capital or economic activity in only one regional area and a disequilibrium in economic developments are not to be expected. In a world with perfect capital mobility, investments should flow into those regions which are marked by low capital intensity in production, i.e. a relative abundance of labour, and thus the highest capital yields. Analogously, in case of perfect labour mobility, employees should migrate to the place where the highest wages can be gained. This process continues until an (international) equilibrium with identical factor prices is reached.
Gravity models in international economics explain economic flows between regions through gravitational and resistance forces such as market size or market potential, distance, barriers to international activity etc. The seminal gravity models of e.g. Tinbergen (1962) and Linnemann (1966) aimed at the determination of bilateral international trade flows. Due to their high power in the empirical explanation of bilateral flows, gravity models were extended to the analysis of e.g. direct investment flows, migration or tourism. The spatial concentration of e.g. investments can thus be the result of gravitational forces. These forces will gain importance when resistance forces, such as transport costs or imperfect integration, go down.
The new economic geography has sharply increased the importance of regional economic theory in the 1990s. It has induced a new wave of attention to concentration and specialisation patterns. However, regional economics have already provided a number of approaches to explain regional development patterns before the 1990s. The polarisation theory with such concepts as those of Myrdal (1957) and Hirschman (1958) have a great importance in this context. Myrdal (1957) stresses possible circular and cumulative agglomeration tendencies due to a "backwash-effect" which is unfortunate for peripheral regions. As qualified labour is marked by a higher mobility, they will move faster to exploit the core region's incentives and higher wages 1 . The approach of Hirschman (1958) bases on forward and backward linkages, i.e. advantages resulting from being close to the markets of procurement and to consumers. Again, these linkages lead to cumulative agglomeration in those regions already profiting from large markets. However, Hirschman assumes that in case of too large agglomeration, negative impacts prevent a further increase.
The new economic geography has gained a special focus of attention as according to these models, specialisation need not -like in the neo-classical world -to develop according to the comparative advantage of regions, but can be the result of historical conditions and macroeconomic (partly random) processes. Thus even similar regions can develop differently and the resulting patterns of specialisation are ex ante unpredictable. The new economic geography relies on some contributions of the new international trade theory giving up a number of assumptions which were prevalent in the neo-classical theory: existence of homogeneous products, identical production functions, perfect competition, and constant economies of scale. The incomplete equalisation of factor prices and spatial agglomerations can now be explained. Monopolistic competition is modelled by the use of specific consumer preferences: the preference for differentiated products (i.e. a "love of variety") 2 . Due to the existence of economies of scale at the level of plants (further increased by economies of localisation at the industrial level), firms do not produce at each single place of local demand. Instead, the production of each differentiated good is locally concentrated and close to large markets. The core thus specialises in economic activity underlying increasing economies of scale, the periphery in agriculture or industries with constant or low economies of scale.
In his core-periphery model, Krugman (1991 Krugman ( , 1995 Krugman ( , 1996 considers one single production factor -labour -due to reasons of simplicity. He differentiates between mobile labour in the industrial sector and immobile labour in agriculture; hence according to Krugman (1991) agglomeration is measured by the concentration of labour force. In case of high transport costs, the allocation of production over space is rather persistent. Transport costs are a centrifugal force working against the spatial concentration of production. Decreasing transport costs, though, strengthen the centripetal force of economies of scale and might thus be a trigger for the concentration of production. This leads to a rise in labour demand and wages, and mobile labour will migrate to this region. This is the stronger the lower transport costs are which are finally reflected in higher real wages through lower prices. If transport costs are low enough, industrial workers might even concentrate in one region.
Some extensions and improvements of this seminal new economic geography model have been conducted in the last years -a survey of these developments can be found in Krugman (1998) . An important extension to the standard model giving up the assumption of perfect labour mobility and hereby adapting better to intra-EU conditions is developed by Venables (1996) as well as Krugman and Venables (1995) . In their theoretical framework, the concentration of production in the core can decrease again as soon as transport costs reach a critical low level. The reason for this is the dispersing influence of low wages in the periphery which is strong enough when transport costs are sufficiently low. Production in the periphery will then be expanded as immobile labour does not migrate to the core regions although these are marked by higher wages. This theoretical approach therefore predicts an inverse U-shaped development of concentration.
In addition to the imperfect labour mobility, another very important problem persists in the context of European integration. Not only is labour rather immobile across European borders and can even be assumed to be less mobile within EU countries than across US-states, also capital movements have become increasingly liberalised throughout the process of European monetary and economic integration 3 . However, spatial developments are explained by theoretical models that focus on labour and the effects of labour mobility. Krugman himself proposed to focus on mobile capital in future research in the framework of the new economic geography (Krugman and Venables, 1995) 4 . The empirical analyses of this paper are one step forward in this direction.
In spite of the growing number of theoretical and empirical studies on the location of industries, econometric studies explaining the extent of sectoral concentration and regional specialisation are still rare. Recent econometric studies investigating concentration tendencies of production across EU countries are Amiti (1999) and Haaland et al. (1999) as well as Tirado, Paluzie and Pons (2000) focusing on industrial shares in Spanish regions in the 19th century. The level of the industrial specialisation of regions of -among others -three EU countries, finally, is focussed on by Kalemli-Ozcan, Sorensen and Yosha (1999) . Amiti (1999) gets evidence for significant, positive effects of economies of scale and intermediate good intensities on the concentration of industries across five European countries in addition to mostly significant positive fixed industry and time effects which are not explained by the model. Fixed time effects have been increasing over time which according to the author might pick up trade liberalisation effects. In Haaland et al. (1999) , the most important determinant for the relative sectoral concentration turns out to be market size, i.e. industries tend to locate close to larger markets. A smaller, but significant effect is also found for labour intensity, i.e. skill-intensive industries seem to concentrate in countries offering highly skilled labour. By use of spatial econometrics 5 , Tirado, Paluzie and Pons (2000) empirically confirm that the industrial intensity (i.e. the share of industrial production in total production) of Spanish provinces strongly increased in the 19 th century. It was influenced negatively by the province's share of population, and positively by human capital endowment, relative size of the province's market, and the extent of large scale production (approximated by the province's average tax payment by taxpayer). As the authors compare two points in time before and after the Spanish market integration, they conclude that market integration can be regarded as a trigger of the sharply increased agglomeration of economic activities. Kalemli-Ozcan, Sorensen and Yosha (1999) find higher population density, lower per capita gross domestic product, lower population as well as a higher degree of risk sharing (supposed to represent financial market integration or development) to have a significant increasing impact on the industrial specialisation of regions.
The presented theoretical frameworks point to a number of centripetal forces such as market potential, economies of scale or local demand which seem to be important determinants in the explanation of sectoral concentration tendencies. Transport or transaction costs play an essential role as a centrifugal force according to the theory as well. In case of mobile capital, transaction costs are largely determined by capital market integration and liberalisation. Both, transaction costs and integration variables will capture effects of EU-integration on regional development. The econometric investigations of concentration tendencies in production mostly find some support for the traditional trade theory as well as the new economic geography approaches. Several important exogenous variables are evident. The concentration of industries across space appears to be determined by market size, human capital or labour 4 Amiti (2001) is a first model that explicitly includes capital as a second factor of production in addition to labour. In this approach, however, both production factors are assumed to be immobile across borders. The triggers for agglomeration are increasing returns to scale as well as vertical linkages which can enforce the agglomeration of intermediate input supplier (upstream) firms and manufactures of final goods (downstream firms) in one region. In case of decreasing trade costs, the agglomeration of these vertically linked firms is enforced. In the context of European integration, further extensions introducing mobile capital will, however, be needed. 5 Spatial econometrics account for spatial interdependencies in the analysis of regions e.g. by use of a regional weight matrix in GLS or ML estimations. For further details see Anselin (1988 Anselin ( , 2001 ). intensity, scale intensities, and intermediate goods intensities (or market linkages). In addition, integration seems to have an increasing effect on sectoral concentration.
In this study, however, we focus on regional developments and the similarity of sectoral structures of EU regions. Hereby, we investigate the allocation of different industrial sectors within a region and hence, to what extent a country or region is specialised sectorally. By this, we do not explain why a region is especially strong or specialised in a particular sector (what is in the focus of traditional trade theory). Instead, our attention is on the determinants of an uneven allocation of capital within a region, i.e. the level of relative specialisation. As long as regional specialisation arises along with sectoral concentration, its level might equally be influenced by market size or the gravitational force of the centre. In addition, the distance to the centre and integration or liberalisation impacts (extending potential markets and enforcing gravitational forces) seem to be relevant determinants. Finally, a very important aspect to focus on when analysing regional investments is the potential of economic growth within a region, e.g. number of patents and the regional economic situation.
III
Empirical evidence: What determines the similarity of relative investments in EU regions?
As a measure of investment specialisation, Gini-coefficients are constructed as in the studies of Krugman (1991) , Brülhart (1998), Klüver and Rübel (1998) , and Amiti (1999) 6 . In order to abstract from size and classification effects (i.e. the differing importance of sectors and the possibly inadequate disaggregation of economic activity in subsectors), we do not calculate the Gini-coefficient over absolute investment shares, but over relative ones, i.e. investment shares in relation to an economy of reference 7 . This is important as the absolute allocation of production across sectors does not tell anything about a particularly high level of sectoral engagement of that region while this is what we focus on: relative allocation and hence, relative specialisation. It is the unequal size of regions or sectors that generally causes the difference between the absolute and the relative specialisation index 8 . Relative investment 6 However, Sapir (1996) analysing absolute country specialisation with export data made use of the Herfindahl index instead, Greenaway and Hine (1991) of the Grubel-Lloyd, the Michaely as well as the Finger-Kreinin index. Kalemli-Ozcan, Sorensen and Yosha (1999) used a variance-like measure given their focus on risksharing. For a discussion of these measure and their more detailed presentation see Stirboeck (2001) . 7 The Gini-coefficient is well known from the analysis of problems of distribution and is expressed as the ratio of twice the area between the Lorenz curve and the 45°-line. The Lorenz curve is constructed by plotting the -in ascending order -cumulated relative sectoral shares. The Gini-coefficient can be used to focus either on relative or absolute specialisation depending on the precise construction of industrial shares whose distribution is analysed (see below). It gives strong weight to the middle parts of the distribution of relative sectoral shares. As a consequence, changes in industrial sectors similar to the median structure have a larger effect on the value of the Gini-coefficient than changes in industrial sectors at the outer sides of the distribution (Cowell, 1995) . However, the coefficient's range between 0 (low concentration) and 1 (high concentration) usually reflects well differences in the level of concentration. Therefore, the Gini-coefficient is the most widely used inequality measure in the analysis of the spatial allocation of sectors or sectoral allocation of regional economic activity. In addition to the calculation of the Gini-coefficient as a measure of relative regional specialisation, we also calculated the Finger-Kreinin-index as well as the coefficient of variation of the relative sectoral shares. The latter stresses changes at the outer sides of the distribution of relative sectoral shares which is in contrast to the weighting of the Gini-coefficient. A graphical comparison of all three indicators shows a similar development over time, the main difference is a generally lower value of the coefficient of variation which, however, does not influence its course. We therefore do not expect sharply differing results when using these alternative measures. 8 While measures of absolute allocation are influenced by regional size and sectoral classification, measures of relative allocation are influenced by the sectoral patterns of either the economy of reference or the average pattern of the group of countries included. In case of a very special pattern of the reference economy, the relative specialisation pattern of the economic entities analysed can be biased. Further details on the construction of indices have therefore been constructed measuring the sectoral investment share of the respective region in relation to the average investment share of the sector in the reference å åå with I as investment and s (r) as the sectoral (regional) index. As a result, this adapted "Balassa-index" reflects the relative investment performance of a region in a sector. If the region's investment in one sector is relatively strong (low) compared to the average sectoral investment of all regions in the reference economy, the index is higher (smaller) than 1.
Measuring the level of relative investment specialisation, the Gini-coefficient is calculated in the following way by first ranking the B sr in ascending order:
It thus captures the degree of homogeneity of these relative investment patterns of the respective region 10 . In case of very similar relative investment shares for the different sectors (i.e. similar relations of the regional investment shares for all sectors to their respective average share in the reference economy), we get a Gini-coefficient close to zero representing a low level of relative investment specialisation. This Gini-coefficient ranges between 0 and (N-1)/N. The standardised Gini-coefficient G*N/(N-1), referred to as the Lorenz-Münzner-coefficient, is used in the estimates.
These relative specialisation indices are calculated with respect to two different perspectives. First, the reference economy for each region is the respective country. Therefore, the allocation of relative investment shares in relation to the average sectoral structure of the respective country is calculated. Second, the EU is chosen to be the reference economy and investment shares are analysed in relation to its sectoral patterns as a whole 11 . Both perspectives lead to slightly different specialisation patterns which are discussed in the following, but both are important. Inside the EU, economic policies and politics are still dominated by nation-states. The focus of national economists and politicians is therefore often restricted to national (economic) developments and potential economic imbalances across the different relative and absolute concentration and specialisation indices can be found in Stirboeck (2001) as well as Krieger-Boden (1999) . 9 Up to 17 differentiated sectors -consistent to the industrial classification of Nace Rev. 1 -Nomenclature des activités économiques dans les Communautés Européennes -are available in the REGIO database. 10 An alternative way of calculating the similarity of relative patterns by use of the Gini-coefficient was applied by e.g. Krugman (1991) and Amiti (1999) . According to their measure, the cumulative sums of sectoral shares of the given regions are to be plotted against those of the reference economy ranked according to their relative shares (i.e. the adapted Balassa-indices). Both sectoral structures (and not their relation) are thus directly compared. In case of very equal sectoral structures, we also get a Gini-coefficient near zero. However, both sectoral shares, the one of the respective region as well as the one of the reference economy, influence the value of the Gini-coefficient. If a large sectoral share in e.g. the reference economy is confronted with an even larger sectoral share in the region in focus, the value of the Gini-coefficient is largely determined by this economically important sector. This effect influences the value of the level of relative specialisation for some regions. Regression results for this kind of indicator, however, do only slightly change. 11 As the data on gross fixed capital formation is not in all cases as complete as we wish it to be, we had to use other data which adequately captures national sectoral shares in the UK and Belgium. In addition, EU sectoral gross fixed capital formation data is not available in the REGIO database either. Therefore, it was referred to data of value added at basic prices in these cases. This is a good proxy for the economic importance of the different sectors, and the same procedure is also adapted by Eurostat when regional or sectoral shares of economic activity are needed.
regions of one country. In contrast to this stands the overall European perspective which is important when regarding regional developments or imbalances independent of national borders or national investment structures. In addition, EU's financial aid in the framework of regional development programmes 12 -with the exception of the Cohesion Funds -is accorded only on the basis of regional characteristics, not national patterns.
III. 1 Descriptive features of the specialisation patterns of gross fixed capital formation
The maximum number of regions included at the NUTS 2-level is 53 (56) for the national perspective (European perspective) while it is 30 (33) at the NUTS 1-level 13 . These regions belong to Belgium, Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Ireland, Italy as well as Great Britain (only NUTS 1). Details are given in the appendix. For all other countries, the sectoral data availability is not sufficient for our kind of analysis. The disaggregation of EU countries into NUTS-regions is primarily based on political or administrative entities. Such "normative" regions are regarded for practical reasons of data availability in the REGIO database but also in accordance with the implementation of regional policies 14 . These regions are not grouped together on the basis of economic criteria. This is often criticised by economists as this might not give us the actual degree of specialisation of economic entities. However, the definition of economic regions might differ for each variable or even sector regarded, i.e. a general specification of regional disaggregation is inappropriate. In addition, the analysis of normative regions disaggregated according to NUTS allows us to focus on the degree of specialisation of a territorial community which is authorised to implement regional policies or is in the focus of regional structural programmes. As the debate about how specialised EU's regions are originates in the question about their regional shock absorbing potential and the necessity of improving regional policies, the analysis of administrative regional entities is one relevant empirical aspect. Table A4 presents average relative Gini-coefficients for all regions (measuring relative specialisation of capital formation calculated in the national perspective -called GCCF in the following) for the time period 1985 to 1994 as far as data has been available. Table A5 gives the additional perspective of relative specialisation across EU regions with EU being the economy of reference (called GCCFEU). One important feature that can be detected when analysing French, Italian, and Belgian regions (the only countries with available investment data for both NUTS 1-and NUTS 2-levels) is the higher level of specialisation when regarding the more disaggregated NUTS 2-regions in comparison to the NUTS 1-regions. Though this is not surprising as relative sectoral dissimilarities are very likely to be aggregated away in bigger economic entities.
Unsurprising as well, is the fact that the level of relative specialisation in terms of the overall European capital allocation is in general higher than the one in the national context 15 .
12 Objective 1-regions eligible to EU financial assistance in the framework of the Structural Funds are marked by a gross domestic product per capita of less than 75 % of the average EU gross domestic product per capita. 13 As Ireland, Denmark and Luxembourg are monoregional countries at the NUTS 1-as well as the NUTS 2-level, their relative concentration can only be calculated in relation to EU average sectoral shares. Otherwise, the specialisation indices would all be 1 per definition, and the concentration indices thus 0. 14 Since the 1961 Brussels Conference on Regional Economies, regional policies are generally applicated in NUTS 2-regions (Eurostat, 1999) . 15 To a minor extent, this difference is also due to the two different ways of calculating average national and EU sectoral shares by gross fixed capital formation shares and value added shares. However, with the exception of Specialisation is slightly higher in Belgium, and strongly in French and Italian regions -the difference is on average 0.134 in Italian, 0.104 in French, and 0.025 in Belgian regions. This shows that the industrial structure of Belgium (which economically is a very open country) is less differing from the average European structure than the one of France and Italy. However in all countries, the regions' rank with regard to the level of specialisation rarely changes 16 . Some special cases are though obvious. The relative specialisation of the Île de France as well as the one of Centre (F) sharply increases (when measured in relation to average EU shares) what influences their rank. This, of course, is due to the fact that a large share of French production is concentrated in these regions, thereby dominating the sectoral structure of France but not the one of EU.
Further insights into the process of regional specialisation can be gained from a descriptive comparison of the most "extreme" regions 17 . Table A6 and Table A7 focus on the two least and the two most specialised NUTS 2-regions in relation to the national and the average EU sectoral structure. Patterns are very similar for both, the GCCF-and the GCCFEU-variable. With respect to GDP per capita, GFCF in percent of GDP, and net migration 18 , there are no systematic differences between the regions analysed. But those regions with a more uniform relative allocation of investments across industrial sectors are also marked by a higher number of patents, higher absolute GFCF as well as consequently by higher absolute GDP. Higher specialised regions, however, seem to perform worse in economic terms than lower specialised regions with respect to the unemployment rate, the share of regional to total employment, the number of patents, and total regional GDP as well as total regional GFCF. Exceptions though are a number of regions which are -in economic terms -among the most important and which usually are located in the centre of the respective countries 19 . As no causal relationship can be derived from this purely descriptive analysis, econometric analyses are conducted in the following to test for significance and importance of potential determinants.
III. 2 Econometric evidence on the patterns of specialisation of gross fixed capital formation
As presented above, a number of determinants from different theoretical approaches are supposed to explain the level of regional specialisation of gross fixed capital formation. However, explanatory variables added in this analysis are to some extent limited by the data availability. Including the core variables mentioned above, we test the following specification:
The market size (MAR) of region i is approximated by gross domestic product (GDP) 20 . Additional important exogenous variables are the size of a region (AREA), the number of "other services" and "recovery, repair, trade, lodging, and catering services", the difference in sectoral shares is of minor extent. 16 This, however, is rather different for the concentration patterns of UK and Belgian regions with respect to the average EU and their average national sectoral structure. This might to a large extent be due to the low number of sectors that we could include in the analysis of the British and Belgian regions. 17 A detailed description of these characteristics can be found in Stirboeck (2001) for the national perspective. 18 Here, only data since 1997 is available. 19 This effect becomes even more obvious when regarding Bruxelles and the Île de France at the NUTS 1-level. 20 Further variables reflecting market size are the regional level of gross fixed capital formation, value added at factor costs, total population, total employment as well as (aggregated) compensation of employees. patents (PAT), population density (PODEN), unemployment rate in percent of working population (UEWP) which are all taken from the REGIO database. The distance of the region to the economic centre (CENTR) capturing effects of peripheral location 21 , variables representing European integration (INT), i.e. economic openness and capital account liberalisation indices, as well as an indicator variable for central, economically most important regions (ZENTRREG) are added. Details on all these variables are given in the data appendix. Unfortunately, data on patent applications has not been available for Corse and Northern Ireland. As a consequence, these two regions are dropped in the estimations when using patents as explanatory variables. In addition, data on patents are only available since 1989. Separate estimations for the shorter time period are therefore presented when patents turn out to be an important variable in panel estimates.
The inclusion of the presented potential explanatory variables in the final estimation models of the cross-sectional analysis has been determined by the result of a likelihood ratio (LR) test at the 10%-level of significance 22 . The decision between two different (non-nested) models for the same period has been made in accordance with the Akaike information criterion (AIC). We estimated variance-corrected standard errors by generalised least squares (GLS) to prevent that potential heteroscedasticity influences the coefficients' significance.
However, we cannot exclude from pure theory a potential problem of reverse causation between the level of investment specialisation and regional gross domestic product or the regional rate of unemployment. In order to control for potential endogeneity problems, instrumental variable regressions have been conducted additionally for both GCCF and GCCFEU. Following one common approach in econometric analysis, lagged values of the unemployment rate as well as of gross domestic product are included as instruments. As a consequence, results are very similar, and most coefficients are even nearly identical 23 .
III. 2.1 Cross-sectional analyses
Cross-sectional analyses are conducted at the NUTS 2-as well as the more aggregated NUTS 1-level for both the national (GCCF) as well as the EU perspective (GCCFEU) of relative specialisation. Results for the NUTS 2-level are displayed in Table 1a and Table 1b . The best Unsurprisingly, these all turn out to be highly correlated with gross domestic product (see Table A8a and Table  A8b in the appendix). Due to this fact, only one of these variables can be included in the explanation of the strength of specialisation of gross fixed capital formation. Preference has hereby been accorded to the GDP variable (which is a good proxy for market size). In most cases, the substitution of GDP by any of the other variables does change the results only negligibly, i.e. the estimated coefficients and models are very robust. In some cases, the use of another variable instead of GDP, e.g. population, would have improved the overall goodness of the estimation. However, GDP was used in the estimations what did not lead to differing results. 21 In the analysis of sectoral agglomeration or concentration, distances are usually supposed to capture trade costs. Up to a certain level, decreasing transport costs might strengthen agglomeration tendencies. But once reaching this level, theory tells that dispersion factors (such as factor costs in the periphery) can be stronger. The variable's sign is thus not expected ex ante by theory. However, as we focus on regional aspects in this analysis, the simplest and most consistent interpretation of the variable "distance to the economic centre" is that it captures the effect of being far away from the economically most important regions, i.e. the impacts of the peripheral location of a given region. 22 However, most coefficients as well as the LR tests on the inclusion of further variables are significant at the 5%-or even the 1%-level of significance. 23 As data is only available for 1985 to 1994, instrumental variable cross-section analyses for 1985 had to be omitted. For the same reason, only 30 out of 53 (56) observations can be included in the regressions for 1986 so that the IV estimates cannot capture the same effects as the simple GLS regression. However, for all other years, the same effects can be demonstrated as in the GLS estimates. models identified which are displayed in both tables differ a bit. In many cases, identical models for both, GCCF and GCCFEU are significant as well, however, the best estimates have been chosen according to the criteria given above. Coefficients rarely change in their size and never in their sign. The higher gross domestic product and the bigger the size of the region, the more similar relative sectoral shares of gross fixed capital formation turn out to be. In contrast, an increase in the unemployment rate as well as the fact of being a central (economically important) region increase the level of investment specialisation. In some years, population density seems to capture the effect usually picked up by the indicator variable for the central region. Both variables therefore appear to reflect a form of centrality effect. In some years, the number of patents shows a significant increasing effect on the level of specialisation as well. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Note: Z-values of GLS-estimates are given in the line below the coefficients. The probability of the Chi²-test gives the overall fit of the model. For abbreviations see Table A2 and A3 in the appendix.
Only the interpretation of the empirical influence of the liberalisation indicator taken from Quinn (1997 Quinn ( , 2000 24 is ambiguous as it shows first negative and, since 1990, positive signs. Since these liberalisation indicators are not available at the regional level, but only at the country level, they might pick up country-specific effects in cross-sectional analyses. Controlling for this potential effect, country-specific dummies are added to the presented estimations. These country dummies are relative to Italy as the Italian data is available for all sectors and years. As a result, the liberalisation indicators indeed loose their significance in most cases 25 or are even dropped due to problems of high collinearity with the country dummies. However, only for few of the yearly regressions (1986, 1990, 1993, and 1994 for GCCF as well as 1990 for GCCFEU), the equation including country-specific indicators is statistically better according to the AIC and the likelihood ratio test result 26 . In addition, the country-specific dummies are -except for the Belgian dummy -rarely significant. This indicates that on the one hand the effects captured by Quinn's liberalisation indicator cannot be picked up equally by country-specific dummies for the different years. On the other hand, we cannot exclude that in these cross-section regressions the liberalisation indicator does not actually measure additional effects or even other impacts. More reliable results will be gained in the pooled regressions as the indicators' variation over time is exploited. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Note: see Table 1a .
Besides these inconclusive impacts of the liberalisation indicator, we find plausible and consistent signs for all other coefficients for which significant results are demonstrable. In addition, these coefficients are very robust with respect to the estimation method (i.e. OLS, GLS, IV estimates) as well as to changes in the estimated model or the substitution of gross domestic product by one of the other variables proxying market size such as population. Only for the years 1993 and 1994, the econometric results are not as reliable as in the other years. This is due to the lower number of regions with available data -e.g. for all French regions data is missing.
Changing our focus from NUTS 2-to the more aggregated NUTS 1-level, results -displayed in Table 2a and Table 2b -are very similar 27 . Gross domestic product and the unemployment rate prove to have a significant impact on the level of GCCF in almost all years and on GCCFEU in many years. Central or core regions still show a higher level of relative investment specialisation at NUTS 2-level while population density now demonstrates a joint increasing effect on specialisation in many years. However, if both variables are jointly significant, the size of both coefficients is consistently lower. Only the size of the region does not show a significant and consistent influence at this aggregation level. As NUTS 1-regions are higher aggregated and usually consist of a number of NUTS 2-regions, their size differs much less. In addition, bigger regions are naturally more diversified, so this result is not surprising. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0124 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Only in few years, the estimations significantly improve according to the AIC and the LR test results when adding country-specific variables (1988 and 1991 for GCCF; 1986 and 1992 for GCCFEU) . Solely the Belgian country dummy is significant in few cases (1989 and 1991) with respect to the estimates for GCCF. Analysing GCCFEU, Ireland, Denmark, and Luxembourg prove to have significant country dummies in some years as well. However, their significance is rather inconsistent over time. The inclusion of country dummies therefore does not really improve estimates at NUTS 1-level. Analogously, the Quinn liberalisation indicator is also not significant any more -besides of the year 1985 for GCCFEU. This might be the result of the decreased number of regions included at NUTS 1-level and therefore even lower variation of the openness indicator. When adding country-specific dummies, the Quinnindicator of openness of 1985 still remains significant while the country dummies do not improve the estimation.
III. 2.2 Pooled estimates and panel data analyses
In the following, a number of results for pooled data and panel estimations are presented. Pooled data estimates, given in Table 3a and 3b, display results very similar to those of the cross-section analyses. Since regressions including patents as explanatory variables only start in 1989 (due to the data availability), two regression models are displayed for the two different time periods when relevant. However, all regressions are robust as the coefficients for the other exogenous variables do hardly change. Again, higher gross domestic product and a bigger size of a region diminish the level of specialisation of this region while a higher unemployment rate, population density 28 and the fact of being a central region increase its level. The influence of the distance to this central region on the level of specialisation is positive as well. The more peripheral a region is, the less similar is its sectoral structure to the average structure of its country as well as of the EU.
This time, the inclusion of country-specific effects, again relative to Italy, generally improves the estimates according to the AIC and likelihood ratio tests. However, only Belgian regions turn out to have a significantly higher level of GCCF compared to Italian regions. In the regressions for GCCFEU -which in addition to Belgian, Italian, French and British regions also include Ireland, Denmark, and Luxembourg as a NUTS 1-or NUTS 2-region -all country-specific indicator variables are generally significant. Besides the Belgian regions, which are again marked by a significantly higher level of specialisation than the Italian regions, all other regions have a significantly lower level of specialisation. But we cannot be sure that the significant positive fixed country effect for Belgium is due to country-specific characteristics. However, this dummy might also capture the poor quality of the Belgian data. In contrast to fixed country effects, fixed time effects estimated relative to 1994 never improve the estimates (see Table A10 ).
We are now, finally, aware of a consistent positive impact of liberalisation on the level of specialisation. The Quinn openness indicator is not only significant in most of the pooled regressions, it also remains significant in the improved estimates including country-specific dummies. Its significance is even stronger in the estimations for GCCFEU which include a higher number of countries. Again, we get no differing results for both, GCCF and GCCFEU, when conducting instrumental-variable regressions to exclude potential problems of endogeneity (see Table A11) 29 . Note: see Table 1a .
In contrast to the cross-section estimates presented above, time correlation effects might be of importance in panel data. This means that autocorrelation of the residuals cannot be excluded a priori. In order to take account of these potential effects, the lagged endogenous variable is included in the estimates to capture possible first-order serial correlation effects. The use of other, more sophisticated specifications of dynamic adjustments is possible 30 . However, the methodological discussion about the optimal dynamic specification in the econometric analysis of panel data is still ongoing. We therefore only include the endogenous variable lagged one period when checking the robustness of the above presented results. Table A11 shows the estimates of this specification for the NUTS 2-regions. In the estimates with country fixed effects, almost all coefficients remain significant and their sign unchanged 31 -only the population density variable generally looses its explanatory power. However, the empirical impact of the variables identified so far is mostly confirmed. Note: see Table 1a .
Throughout all regressions, the predicted values were in the range between 0 and 1, so that our restricted endogenous variable did not impose an econometric modelling problem. The use of a logistic transformation of the regression specification -limiting the range of y to lie in the interval 0,1 -is a more sophisticated procedure, but does not change our results as none of the predicted values lies at the outer sides of the given range. The results for additional pooled regressions in logit terms are presented in the appendix Table A12 .
In order to further exploit the time and cross-sectional structure of the data and to check for robustness of our results, fixed effects (within) estimates and between estimates are conducted additionally 32 . Fixed effects estimates control for region-specific differences by adding a specific constant for each region 33 . Within estimates ("WE") explain the deviation of the regional observations from their respective group (regional) means, thereby excluding all region-specific determinants from these fixed effects estimates. Within estimates thus provide us with further insights on the variation within the groups (in our case within the regions). Between effects ("BE"), in contrast, explain the variation between the different groups only focusing on the groups' means and on region-specific characteristics 34 .
By means of fixed effects within estimates, only few significant impacts can be detected. For the panel of all NUTS 2-(NUTS 1-)regions, only population density consistently proves to be a relevant exogenous variable in explaining the variation of the level of regional specialisation over time. Since the variation of population density over time within a region is of minor extent, this effect is not really convincing. All in all, the within-estimates do not contribute to the explanation of regional specialisation patterns within the groups. Table A2 and A3 in the appendix. WE stands for fixed effects (within) estimates and BE for between estimates.
In additional fixed effects estimates with explicit region-specific constants, we find that the region-specific constants are generally significant at the 1%-level and turn out to be the most important determinants in the explanation of the specialisation levels. Only in the estimates for GCCF at NUTS 2-level, two regional constants (being the one for Île de France and the one for Rhône-Alpes) are not significant when including the number of patents as a determinant and thus running the regression only for the shorter time period. The regionvariables are simply eliminated by the construction of the first difference. This is the case for the indicator variable for central regions, but also for the only slightly varying variables such as the size of a region, the degree of liberalisation, population density as well as the distance to the economic centre of the respective country. 33 Using this approach, we have to omit the overall constant. 34 For further details on panel data analyses, see e.g. Baltagi (1995) .
specific constants' levels differ largely in these estimations. The one of Bruxelles-capital is always the highest, usually at a large distance to even the second largest regional constant. In the econometric analysis of GCCFEU we find all regional constants to be significant for the specification at the NUTS 2-level. However, the fixed effects estimates at NUTS 1-level strongly improve when excluding the -hardly varying -population density variable from the specification. And again, we find the fixed regional effects to be the only dominant impact on specialisation in these estimates. Though we have a -sometimes not negligible -variation of the specialisation level of one region over time, this variation can only be explained by the presented estimates to a minor extent. The change in the level of specialisation of one region over time might therefore not underlie systematic changes but rather be the result of random disturbances 35 .
In contrast to the rather low explanatory power of these within estimates are the results of between effects estimates ("BE") which explain the variation of the level of specialisation between regions. The results are very similar to those of the cross-sectional and the pooled regressions presented above. Gross domestic product, regional size, the unemployment rate, population density, the indicator variable for the central region as well as the distance to the economic centre of the respective country are of the same sign and about the same size as in the other regressions.
All explanatory variables are consistently significant in pooled and between estimates and are of strong importance in the explanation of systematic differences in the specialisation levels. The variation over time, though, is not explained by our regressions. It is now evident that regional characteristics determine the respective level of specialisation while the variation within a region over time cannot be found to be of systematic nature.
IV Economic perspectives and effects of EU integration
The regression results we find in cross-sectional and pooled regression analyses as well as between effects estimates consistently point to a high importance of market size, regional size, the location in the centre, the distance to the centre, and the population density of a region as well as the unemployment rate and economic and capital market integration in the explanation of relative regional investment specialisation. Our results on the impacts of market size, the population density of a region and of capital market or economic liberalisation on specialisation levels are in line with Kalemli-Ozcan, Sorensen and Yosha (1999) who found lower population, higher population density and higher risk-sharing (as a proxy for capital market integration) to increase regional specialisation of production. In addition, we controlled for the effect of further economic variables, in particular the unemployment rate, the number of patents of a region as well as its distance from the centre.
Market size reflects the economic as well as demand potential of a region. The better it is, the lower relative investment specialisation tends to be. However, this significant impact of market size is in contrast to the increasing impact of market size on sectoral agglomeration empirically found by Haaland et al. (1999) and Tirado, Paluzie and Pons (2000) . Whileaccording to their results -firms tend to locate close to large markets, our empirical results show that regions with a larger market seem to attract capital of all types of sectors with a more even relative allocation (hence showing a lower level of relative regional specialisation) than smaller markets. Economic activity in regions with a lower gross domestic product seems to be specialised to a higher degree. However, the determinants of the location of particular sectors across EU regions is not subject of this study. In addition to regions with a larger market size, regions with a bigger size tend to have a more similar relative distribution of investments. But the significance of the regional size variable might simply be due to the fact that bigger regions are logically more diversified in their production structure than smaller regions. The fact that NUTS 1-regions are less varying in their size as well as more evenly diversified than NUTS 2-regions leads to an insignificant size variable at the NUTS 1-level. This demonstrates that it is very important to analyse equally big regions. Thus preference has to be accorded to regions as small as possible to avoid that aggregation cancels out potential specialisation patterns. Controlling for regional size effects in the estimates is therefore essential.
In contrast to the fact that larger markets do not show a strong investment specialisation in only few sectors is the result we find for a number of economically very important regions: Central regions (and equally regions with a high population density) demonstrate a significantly higher level of relative investment specialisation. This increasing effect counteracts the decreasing impact of the large market size. But, the high importance of the centrality indicator variable which captures an outstanding strong fixed effect for Brussels, Lazio, and the Île de France is in line with polarisation theory and new economic geography which predict cumulative causation and self-reinforcing agglomeration. Regions having once gained a particularly high potential of market or factor access attract further firms. Supposedly, sectors with firms underlying positive economies of scale or economies of localisation expand in the core.
In addition, the impact of the distance of a given region to its (economic) centre on the level of specialisation is positive. This means that peripheral regions are more different from the average EU structure than regions closer to the centre. Both, the high specialisation of core as well as of peripheral regions is in line with new economic geography predictions. In contrast to the specialisation of core regions, we expect the specialisation of peripheral regions to occur in sectors with low economies of scale and possibly high labour-intensity. However, the sectoral patterns of regional specialisation remain the subject of further research.
The impact of European integration on specialisation patterns is captured by the influence of market liberalisation and openness. In this context, capital market integration which improves the potential mobility of capital is especially important when regarding dissimilarities in the allocation of relative investments. In addition to the direct measuring of the impacts of economic openness presented above we therefore also tested for the influence of capital market integration in the pooled estimates. This is displayed in Table A12 . All explanatory coefficients are in general very similar to the coefficients in the models with the openness indicator. The correlation between both indicators is about 0.77 (0.68) for the regions at NUTS 2-level (NUTS 1-level). The indicator of liberalisation of capital accounts ranges between 0.5 and 4 while the economic openness indicator goes up to 14 when perfect openness is reached. As a consequence the coefficient of the capital account liberalisation indicator is higher than the other coefficient in our estimates. However, we cannot conclude on a difference in the strength of the indicators' influence from this fact.
The results of our regressions clearly demonstrate an increasing impact of liberalisation on investment specialisation, so that the perfect liberalisation and capital market integration within EMU seem to further augment specialisation patterns. Instead of a stronger diversification, European regions might end up with an increasingly different relative investment structure in the process of market integration. If this effect continues, further liberalisation would lead to a higher risk of asymmetric shocks. However, specialisation need not always be negative even though production structures become less diversified. The specialisation in an industrial sector providing a high growth potential might be an asset and improve the regional competitiveness in spite of a highly asymmetric industrial structure.
The unemployment rate reflects negative economic performance of a region (not accounting for migration effects etc.). The worse the economic performance is, the stronger the structural dissimilarity to the average patterns of EU turns out to be in our empirical analyses. The number of patents of a region is significant in many estimations as well, though not in all. Its coefficient is mostly positive, i.e. we have a first indication that a higher number of patents increases relative regional specialisation as well. Possibly patents only attract investments of very particular sectors as they play a strong role in many important, but not in all sectors.
This study is limited with respect to two aspects. First, we deal with regional patterns without taking into account regional interdependencies which are probable when analysing regional effects and especially specialisation tendencies. Further improvements of the estimations could thus be achieved by controlling for spatial autocorrelation effects. The appropriate tool for such an analysis would be the use of spatial econometrics. Second, our analysis focuses on the determinants of regional investment specialisation levels. We find some evidence for the stronger specialisation of regions in the extreme localisations core and periphery. As mentioned above, the further analysis of sectoral patterns of relative specialisation is an important aspect when focusing on regional specialisation to detect possible regional imbalances by e.g. core-periphery patterns of the localisation of capital-intensive or growthoriented sectors.
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Appendix
Data description
The regional disaggregation of the data is given according to the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS -Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques). The REGIO database disaggregates data for the three aggregation levels NUTS 1, 2 and 3. However, data for GFCF is not available further disaggregated than the NUTS 2-level. In addition, it is not complete (with regard to the regional and/or the sectoral disaggregation -the latter needed for the calculation of the specialisation indices). Data availability is sufficient for the seven countries given below. Here, the UK does not provide data disaggregated further than NUTS 1-level. Luxembourg, Denmark as well as Ireland are only regarded as one single region at the NUTS 1-as well as at the NUTS 2-level (=monoregional countries). The maximum number of regions available is therefore 33 at the NUTS 1-level and 56 at the NUTS 2-level. Data is taken from the Eurostat REGIO Database (yearbooks up to 2000) which -for gross fixed capital formation -comprises data for the years 1985 to 1994. All data included in the analysis is based on ESA79. In addition to the available national account data, a number of further variables has been used in the econometric analysis. The distance to the centre (centr) captures peripheral effects. It is measured by the optimal route distance between the regional capital and the centre of the respective country. Centres are Paris, Rome, London and Brussels. The distance is defined to be 1 for Denmark, Luxembourg as well as Ireland, and it is equally 1 for the regions containing the capital of the respective country. Central and economically important regions (zentrreg) in the analysis are Île de France (France), Brussels (Belgium), and Lazio (Italy). Available indicators of liberalisation arising from official sources are mostly indicator variables being either 0 or 1. However, such indicator variables do not allow to differentiate the varying levels of control or to capture a decreasing level of control over time. Measuring a level of integration for each year is therefore a better solution from an econometric point of view. Quinn (1997 Quinn ( , 2000 has constructed such a yearly index of openness on the basis of those restrictions published by the IMF since the 1950s. This index is scaled from 0 (highest degree of restrictions) up to 14 (highest degree of liberalisation) and aggregates the different indicators of liberalisation progress in seven specified fields (capital in -and outflows, imand exports of goods and of services as well as international conventions of liberalisation) with a respective degree of liberalisation between 0.5 and 2.
Quinn weighs quantitative restrictions of imports for example the highest (i.e. he attributes the lowest partial liberalisation index of 0 in case of full and 0.5 in case of partly quantitative restrictions), existence of laws requiring the approval of international transactions are scored 1, taxes 1.5 and finally free trade 2. With regard to capital account liberalisation, Quinn attributes 0 in case of required approval for capital transactions which are rarely granted, 0.5 (1) in case of occasional (frequent) approval and finally 1.5 in case of taxing measurements (without the need of an official approval). A subindex of the overall liberalisation index is a financial liberalisation indicator ranging on a score between 0 and 4 which is aggregated from restrictions of capital inward and outward flows in the way explained above. All named potential indicators, however, are only available at country, not regional, level, which has to be taken into account in econometric analysis. Detailed restrictions for Luxembourg are not available as Luxembourg and Belgium are part of a common monetary union since the 1950s. In our analysis the "Quinn-indicator" for Luxembourg is therefore naturally set equal to the one of Belgium. [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 0.345 [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] 13.15 4.25 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 24.22 59 2.5 9.87 0.4 Corsica 0.512 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 0.492 [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] 12.40 0.58 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 0.307 [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] 13.41 6.67 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 22.0 118 3.7 9.65 -3.9 Centre (F) 0.21 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 0.287 [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] 14.53 6.83 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] Alsace 0.310 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 0.247 [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] 16.2 6.058 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 23.45 215 2.9 6.28 1.1 Nord-Pas-de-Calais 0.303 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 0.265 [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] 13.02 9.877 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 
Region including national capital
Ile de France 0.475 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 0.277 [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] 24.30 52.066 [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Prob Chi2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Note: GDP and UEWP have been instrumented by their first lag. T-values are given in the IV-estimates, z-values for the dynamic model. 
